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Validation of extraction procedures
- The scraped data was parsed with a combination of rules and regular 

expressions
- Verification of selected extracted fields against manual annotations:

- fields: GRADE score, categorisation of reasons for downgrading, number of studies and 
number of participants 

- data from Cochrane reviews on anaesthesia (Conway et al. 2017)
- own manual work

- > 0.9 accuracy for all tested categories, conservative extraction
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Entire collection:
with GRADE labels (~30k)

Smaller collection:
+ valid reasons for 

downgrading
(~13.8k)

Evidence is of high quality only ⅙ 
of the time

Half of the time, evidence is of 
(very) low quality
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Evidence synthesis and quality assessment

Systematic reviewing seeks to collect, summarise and appraise all empirical 
evidence that fits pre-specified eligibility criteria.

● Assuming already summarised evidence, to what extent can quality appraisal 
be done automatically?

● Is the task more difficult for specific question types, outcomes, medical 
specialties?

● What level of NL understanding is needed?
● Can we use structured data as a substitute for manual annotations?

Simon Suster, Stream 4 
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“Mediterranean‐style diet for 
the primary and secondary 
prevention of cardiovascular 
disease”

“In adults without 
cardiovascular disease, does 
Mediterranean diet (compared 
to no dietary intervention) help 
reduce the risk of myocardial 
infarction?”

low

imprecision, risk of bias


